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YOU AND 3M – EXPERTS EVERY STEP OF THE WAY

Professional 
        results.
Showroom quality.
3M are one of the biggest suppliers of repair products to the 
professional world-wide motor trade.

Now you too can use products from 3M!

For over 100 years 3M has been a leading 

supplier to the motor trade and is recognized 

around the world for high quality, innovative 

products and systems that help garages and 

bodyshops obtain a perfect vehicle finish.
Now 3M brings a range of car care  

products to the car-owning enthusiast to 

enable everyone to achieve a professional, 

showroom quality finish.
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3M Car Care Products



3M™ Car Wash Soap
A concentrated formula producing long lasting, natural suds and 
a pleasant cherry aroma. Tough on dirt and grime yet gentle on 
paintwork and wax finishes.

3M™ Scratch Remover
The easy way to remove fine scratches, using professional repair 
technology to restore the showroom shine.  

3M™ Performance Finish
For the ultimate long-lasting, high gloss finish, with synthetic 
polymers providing maximum paint protection.

3M™ Quick Wax
Treat your car to a professional high gloss finish in a matter of 
minutes with the bonus of Carnauba wax protection. 

3M™ Microfiber Detail Cloth
The super-soft, non-linting microtexture is ideal for all surfaces. 
Easily removes wax and polish residue and fingermarks.

3M products are trusted by the professionals. 
Now you can restore and protect that 
showroom finish with the range of 3M Car 
Care products.

 Easy 
steps 
     to perfect

paintwork
From a quick clean with 3M™ Car Wash Soap 
through to the ultimate treatment of 3M™ 

Performance Finish, each of our products 
does a superbly professional job. But they  
can of course be used independently to suit 
your needs and the time available.
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3MTM Wheel & Tyre Cleaner

Remove brake dust, tar, grease and grime in one easy step; cleaning sidewall 
scuffs and giving wheels a brilliant shine.

3MTM Tyre Restorer

The perfect finishing touch to your car care regime, 3M Tyre Restorer
brings back a natural, long lasting shine.

Wheels&Tyres

Interior
3MTM Leather & Vinyl Restorer

Treat your car’s interior. Removes dirt and grime from leather, 
vinyl, rubber and plastic without leaving a residue. Restore a 
natural satin finish, condition and protect in one simple step.

3MTM Glass Cleaner

For a sparkling finish, 3M Glass Cleaner features a non-drip 
foaming action that clings to vertical surfaces to create a 
genuinely streak-free shine.

Safe to use on tinted windows, it delivers the ultimate 
shine to glass.

Glass



3M - products
 the
professionals prefer

Q. Can 3MTM Car Wash Soap (shampoo) be used on already   
 waxed cars?

A. Yes, absolutely. It will safely remove dirt and grime without   
 removing your wax finish. 

Q. Does 3MTM Performance Finish have any abrasive in it? 

A. No, it is a wax with no abrasives, so will not remove scratches.  
 It has a high performance polymer that bonds to the surface to  
 provide maximum protection. 3MTM  Scratch Remover is needed  
 to take out scratches.

Q. What kind of scratches will 3MTM Scratch Remover remove? 

A. Generally, the kind you get from regular car washing. If you can  
 feel the scratch with a fingernail, it may need to be professionally  
 polished out.
 
Q. What’s the difference between 3MTM Performance Finish and 
 3MTM Quick Wax? 

A. 3M Performance Finish is a long lasting synthetic wax that should  
 provide a glossy finish even after regular washing. 3M Quick Wax  
 can be used in between applications of 3M Performance Finish  
 when a quick shine is needed. It can also be applied onto  
 wet surfaces. 

Q. What is beading? Why is it good? 

A. Beading is when water forms defined beads on the paint’s   
 surface rather than ‘sticking’ to it. It means it is easily   
 dispersed and less likely to form water marks.
 
Q. Will the 3M process restore my car’s colour? 

A. If your car has fine car wash scratches or light oxidation that   
 makes it look dull, using the correct process of 3MTM Car Wash  
 Soap, 3MTM Scratch Remover and 3MTM Performance Finish with  
 a 3MTM Microfiber Detail Cloth will restore the clearcoat to a   
 glossy, scratch-free finish. 

Q. What if I have damage from bird droppings or acid rain? 

A. Light oxidation and damage may be removed with 3MTM Scratch  
 Remover but if you can feel damage in the clearcoat with a   
 fingernail, it may need professional repair. 

Q. Why do I need to use a microfibre cloth? 

A. 3MTM Microfiber Detail Cloth is the safest way to remove   
 wax residues and buff the surface to a glossy finish without   
 scratching the surface. Other cloths may remove residue but  
 could put scratches back into your freshly restored paintwork.

Q: What’s the difference between 3M’s consumer and   
 professional products?

A: Our professional products are designed for paint and body shop  
 professionals, using high speed rotary polishing machines.  
 The product development has enabled the consumer range to be  
 modified for application by hand or with an orbital buffer. 

Q. Is the product range suitable for use on motorbikes*? 
A. Yes – use any of the products exactly as described for a  
 perfect finish on bikes, boats, vans etc.

Q&A

*Please note - 
Specific care should 
always be taken 
when using any  
Car Care products 
on the tyres, brakes 
and seats of two 
wheeled vehicles.


